


Berrycombe Primary is a one form entry primary school located on Berrycoombe Vale in Bodmin, 
Cornwall with 213 children on roll. The school has valued its partnership with Cornwall Cricket and the 
delivery of its Chance to Shine National Schools Programme-spreading the power of cricket into schools.
We were fortunate to have the services of  Mr Shaikh who clearly enjoys passing on his passion for cricket 
to children. He set up the programme with is interactive assembly to the children and communicated all 
aspects of the C2S programme clearly through phone conversations, email and through face-to-face 
meetings.This enabled us to identify his expertise and use this to improve teaching and learning in our 
school. He works brilliantly with children demonstrating his extensive teaching/coaching experience.Our 
Year 2 children have made great progress when developing their skills. The children are demonstrating 
increased confidence with their hand-eye coordination, agility and balance and have successfully 
transferred these skills into other PE lessons since.
‘It was great to have an expert like Mr Shaikh visit and teach our children. They loved working with him 
and the children looked forward to learning with him’ Mr Atherton – PE Leader
‘We loved working with Mr Shaikh – he lead lessons and we were able to team teach parts of this to 
develop our practice. The children also thoroughly enjoyed their sessions with him’ Mr Walton - Teacher



All children who took part in the sessions demonstrated increased confidence during the sessions. Their 
enthusiasm and attitude to their learning was greatly improved due to the skills they were taught by Mr 
Shaikh. Due to the children's determination to succeed, the children maintained positive behaviour and 
focus during the sessions and learnt lots of new and transferable skills from the sessions.

Stanley – ‘I like the active games we play. I like being active and playing cricket makes me really active.

The teachers who worked with Mr Shaikh are planning  to deliver CPD to the rest of the staff during the 
summer term to pass on knowledge they gained. We are planning to take part in a progress event and 
inter-school competitions later in the year.

Cornwall Cricket would like to commend the Year 1 and 2 teachers for their creativity in developing a 
wonderful and inspiring LEARN lesson  - centering around cricket equipment - use of visual stimulus 
(video clips), curious questioning, active listening, looking at first hand cricket equipment, extending 
thinking into what materials were being used and what parts of the body were being protected. It was 
great to the children fully engaged working in a team in a classroom setting - thinking cricket! - Mr 
Shaikh
The next few slides - showcase this beautifully….



   
















